Abstract

When studying human joints contact mechanics, surface deformations are relevant as they enable a lubrication flow channel that reduces wear. In order to determine the validity of different methods to predict surface displacements, these were applied to the dry and static contact of healthy and prosthetic joints, both for knee and hip joints. Three equivalent elastic modulus for a simplified column model were evaluated: elastic modulus for a layer solid, elastic modulus for a semi-infinite solid (or Winkler elastic modulus) and elastic modulus for a corrected semi-infinite solid. A hertzian load was considered for all cases. The results were compared with the solution of the elasticity equations by means of the finite element method (FEM). The results for the Young’s modulus, corresponding to a material as a layer, are those that best approximate the FEM prediction. It is also shown that the Young’s module derived from the semi-infinite approximation are inappropriate. Likewise, this work allowed the training of an undergraduate student in Computational Mechanics.
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Resumen

En el estudio de la mecánica de contacto de las articulaciones humanas, la deformación de las superficies en contacto es fundamental porque posibilita un canal por el que fluye el lubricante reduciendo el desgaste. Para determinar la validez de las predicciones de los desplazamientos de estas superficies a partir de distintos métodos, estos se aplican al estudio del contacto seco y estático de articulaciones de rodilla y de cadera, sanas y protésicas. Aplicando una carga hertziana, se evaluaron tres módulos elásticos equivalentes en un modelo simplificado de columna: el correspondiente a un sólido de pequeño espesor, el correspondiente a un sólido semiinfinito o de Winkler y el correspondiente a un sólido semiinfinito corregido. Los resultados se contrastaron con la solución obtenida resolviendo numéricamente las ecuaciones de elasticidad mediante el método de elementos finitos (MEF). Los resultados para el módulo de Young correspondiente a un material de pequeño espesor, son los que mejor se aproximan a los obtenidos por el MEF. Se demuestra también, que los módulos de Young derivados de la aproximación de sólido semiinfinito son inapropiados. Asimismo, con este trabajo se ha entrenado un becario en las artes de la Mecánica Computacional.
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1. Introduction

The human knee and hip joints allow relative movement between the bones that compose them, femur and tibia in the first case, hip and femur in the second.

Wear is the main factor limiting the useful life of knee and hip implants [1], and given the need for more durable prostheses evidenced in the increase in revision arthroplasties projected for the year 2030 [2, 3], the study of the mechanics of joint contact becomes highly important.

Both in healthy and prosthetic joints, joint surfaces are lubricated by synovial fluid and the lubrication regime depends, among other factors, on the deformation suffered by the joint surfaces in contact.

Numerous studies of lubricated contact in human joints express the displacements suffered by joint surfaces by means of approximate models that simplify the system of equations, reducing the computational effort to solve them [4, 5]. These models are valid for low rigidity linear elastic and layer materials, in which the dimension in the direction of the load is at least an order of magnitude less than the other dimensions [6]. In this case, the displacement at a point on the surface of the solid is assimilated to that of an isolated column (not connected to its surroundings) of a material that has elastic properties expressed through an elastic or Young’s modulus, called an equivalent.

Three equivalent Young’s modulus can be mentioned, which can be included in the column displacement models and which are analyzed and compared in this work: the equivalent Young’s modulus that arises from considering a layer solid [6], and two Young’s modulus named Winkler [7] and corrected semi-infinite (SIC) both derived from considering a semi-infinite solid.

In this work, representative cases of healthy and prosthetic joints are evaluated, applying the three mentioned elastic modulus, and the results obtained are compared with those provided by the solution of the elastic problem in the material, through the resolution of the differential linear elasticity equation, using numerical calculation based on the finite element method (FEM). This solution is assumed as the exact solution [8].

Although the joints of the knee and hip, healthy and prosthetic, are lubricated by synovial fluid, they are usually considered as a dry and static contact [9, 10], displaying, in some cases, pressure profiles which are practically identical as those obtained from elastohydrodynamic models [11]. Therefore, in this work a Hertzian load is applied in all cases.

All contact problems are inherently non-linear since the contact area depends, in a non-linear way, on the load [9, 12]. In the present work, a cylinder-on-plane geometry (CoP, linear contact situation) equivalent to the knee and a geometry of the sphere-on-plane type (SoP, point contact situation) equivalent to the hip is considered [13–15].

This article is the product of training activities in the arts of Computational Mechanics of an advanced student of the Bioengineering major, as a research initiation fellow for the main project in which this work is inscribed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. CoP model

The knee joint, both natural and prosthetic, can be physically abstracted as a full cylindrical body in linear contact with a hollow cylindrical body. In such an abstraction, the curvature in the medial-lateral direction of the elements in contact (tibial and femoral components) is neglected. Additionally, when the contact region is small compared to the radius of the cylinders, the contact between two rollers can be represented by the contact of an equivalent roller and a plane. The equivalent cylinder (see Figure 1) has the combined curvature of the cylinders considered initially, that is, in this case the radius R’ is obtained from the radii of the femoral condyle (or femoral component, R2) and the radius of the tibial plate (or tibial component, R1). Figure 1b shows the equivalent representation and the system of coordinate axes, with the x axis coinciding with the anterior-posterior direction (movement of the knee), the y axis coinciding with the direction of application of the load and the z axis with the medial-lateral direction.

The fundamental reason for this geometrical approximation is the possibility of proposing a flow model in Cartesian coordinates for the elastic problem and also in the case of lubricated contact [16, 17]. This description is simpler to solve, not only analytically in some cases, but also numerically.

The linear contact produces a state of flat deformations independent of the medial-lateral direction. In this work, H is defined as the length of a knee joint in this direction (see Table 1).

According to the above, the knee joint can be modeled as a non-deformable cylinder on a flat solid of low rigidity as shown in Figure 1b. The thickness of the flat solid will represent the joint thickness of the natural cartilages in a healthy joint (see section 2.5). In the case of the prosthetic joint, the deformable material is ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), which has a modulus of elasticity of 100 times less than that of the femoral component, since it is usually made of a medical grade stainless titanium or steel alloy (AISI 316L among others).
Figure 1. (a) Total knee prosthesis [18]. (b) Equivalent representation in a CoP contact.

Table 1. Parameters used for the simulation of knee joints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F$ Load</td>
<td>$2,352 \times 103$ [N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$ Material width</td>
<td>0.03 [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$ Radius</td>
<td>0.033 [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$ Radius</td>
<td>0.045 [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R'$ Equivalent radius</td>
<td>0.1237 [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_1$ Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ Load per unit length</td>
<td>78,400 x $10^3$ [N/m]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1. Hertzian load

The hertzian load acting on dry contact in Figure 1b [16] follows a semi-ellipse distribution for the specific load per unit area, as shown in Equation (1):

$$q(x) = \frac{q_0}{b} \sqrt{b^2 - x^2}$$

Where $q_0$ is the maximum specific load per unit area, acting in the center of the contact, that is, in the center of the segment of length $2b$, and is given by:

$$q_0 = \left[ \frac{P(R_1 + R')}{\pi^2(R_1R')(k_1 + k_2)} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

$P$ is the load per unit length in the direction of the cylinder axis. The value of $P$ is given by the relation between the total load $F$ on the contact and the length of the cylinder $H$:

$$P = \frac{F}{H}$$

The term $(R_1 + R')$, it is taken as $\frac{1}{R_1}$ for tending $R_1$ to infinity. The constants $k_1$ of Equation 2 contain the properties of the linear elastic material: Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Given the parameters in Figure 1b, $k_2$ is null, therefore:

$$k_1 = \frac{1 - v_1^2}{\pi E}$$

Finally, the load $q_0$ is defined by:

$$q_0 = \left[ \frac{P}{\pi^2 R' k_1} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

The half-width $b$ of the contact is given by:

$$b = \sqrt{\frac{4P(k_1 + k_2 R_1 R')}{R_1 + R'}}$$

and taking into account the previous considerations

$$b = \sqrt{4PK_1 R'}$$

where the radius $R'$ [16] is given by:

$$R' = \frac{R_1 R_2}{R_2 - R_1}$$

2.2. SoP model

The hip or coxofemoral joint can be physically abstracted as a full spherical body in point contact with a hollow spherical body as shown in Figure 2a. This geometric model is usually called a ball-in-socket type and is characterized by the radius of the femoral head (convex spherical surface), the radius of the acetabulum (concave spherical surface), and the space between both surfaces (clearance $c^*$). The equations that govern this model are expressed in spherical coordinates, therefore, they require a 3-dimensional analysis [11].

An equivalent model, which allows for the expression of the governing equations in Cartesian coordinates—and for the simplification of its resolution by converting it into a problem in 2 dimensions—is the so-called “ball-on-plane” as shown in Figure 2b [19].

Both a healthy hip joint and a prosthetic joint can be modeled geometrically as a sphere on a deformable plane. This approach is valid when it comes to small contact regions compared to the radius of the spherical surfaces. The equivalent sphere has a $R'$ radius which is obtained from the radius of the femoral head ($R_2$) and the inner radius of the acetabulum ($R_1$), so that the sphere in contact with the plane possesses the combined curvature of the spheres of Figure 2a.
Figure 2. The geometry has polar symmetry. (a) Total hip prosthesis [18]. The femoral head and acetabulum are highlighted in pink. (b) Equivalent representation in a SoP contact.

Table 2. Parameters used for the simulation of hip joints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Healthy joint</th>
<th>Prosthetic joint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$2.352 \times 10^3$ [N]</td>
<td>$2.352 \times 10^3$ [N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>0.021 [m]</td>
<td>0.018 [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c^*$</td>
<td>400 [µm]</td>
<td>80 [mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R'$</td>
<td>1.07 [m]</td>
<td>4.1 [µm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>10 [MPa]</td>
<td>1 [GPa]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1. Estimation of the load

For the determination of the charge on the dry contact surface, the hertzian model was used for a sphere on a plane.

$$q(r) = \frac{q_0}{b} \sqrt{b^2 - r^2}$$  (9)

Where $q_0$ is the maximum load per unit area, acting in the center of the circular contact surface of radius $b$.

$$q_0 = \frac{3}{2} \frac{P}{b^2 \pi}$$  (10)

$P$, in this case, is the total charge exerted on the sphere. The radius $b$, is given by:

$$b = \sqrt[3]{\frac{3PR'}{4K}}$$  (11)

$K$ being

$$K = \left( \frac{1 - v_1^2}{E_1} + \frac{1 - v_2^2}{E_2} \right)$$  (12)

Since $E_2$ is 2 orders of magnitude greater than $E_1$, it could be assumed that $E_2$ tends to infinity, so $K$ becomes:

$$K = \left( \frac{1 - v_1^2}{E_1} \right)^{-1}$$  (13)

2.3. Equivalent elastic modulus

2.3.1. Column model for layer material (PE)

This model is based on the assumption that the deformable material is composed of columns of cross section to the load (see Figure 3) with differential size. Each column is in lateral contact with columns of the same characteristics, the tangential forces between them being negligible [6].

Assuming the solid is a linear elastic, the relationship between tensions ($T$) and deformations ($E$) is given by Hooke’s law which, in terms of the constants of Lamé ($\mu$ and $\lambda$) and in indexical notation, is expressed:

$$T_{i,k} = 2\mu E_{i,k} + \lambda E_{j,j} \delta_{i,k}$$  (14)

where $\delta_{i,k}$ is the Kronecker delta and $E$ and $T$ are the tensors of deformations and tensions, respectively. If it is assumed that the material considered is linear elastic, of low stiffness and layer, loaded to compression in the direction of its thickness (direction $y$ or 2 in indexes), then, the normal tension in the direction $y$ is much greater than the others, which can therefore be neglected. Likewise, deformations other than the relative shortening in the $y$ direction are negligible. Hooke’s law is:

$$T_{y,y} = (2\mu + \lambda)E_{y,y}$$  (15)

which is equivalent to Hooke’s law for a single column of elastic modulus $(2\mu + \lambda)$, then (see Figure 1b):

$$E_{y,y} = -\frac{d}{Alt}$$  (16)

$$T_{y,y} = -p$$  (17)
Where $p$ is the normal tension of the surfaces in contact, $d$ is the surface displacement and $Alt$ is the thickness of the low rigidity material.

$$p = (2\mu + \lambda) \frac{d}{Alt} = E'' \frac{d}{Alt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Where $E''$ is the equivalent elastic modulus, which in terms of Young’s modulus ($E_1$) and Poisson’s ratio ($v_1$) of the tibial component is expressed:

$$E'' = \frac{E_1(1-v_1)}{(1+v_1)(1-2v_1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

### 2.3.2. Winkler equivalent elastic modulus (W) and corrected semi-infinite solid (SIC)

The Winkler equivalent module arises from the case of a solid limited by a plane and with infinite depth in the direction normal to that plane. In this normal direction, a distributed contact load acts on the plane, which produces displacements at every point of the solid. The elastic problem is described by a potential function from which the tensions and, by virtue of Hooke’s law, the displacements at each point are obtained. The potential function or function of Airy, has one expression for linear contact and another for point contact.

For a load distribution, both for the case of linear contact [16] and point contact [17], the combined displacements of the surfaces that delimit two different solids in contact, are equivalent to twice the displacement of a solid with a «reduced» or «equivalent» elastic modulus, which links the elastic properties of both solids:

$$\frac{1}{E'} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{1-v_1^2}{E_1} + \frac{1-v_2^2}{E_2} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

In the particular case in which both solids in contact are equal, the equivalent modulus $E'$ takes the expression (21) and it is called Winkler:

$$E_w' = \frac{E_1}{1-v_1^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

The Winkler modulus is therefore applicable only in the case of natural joints, where both surfaces correspond to the articular cartilage and has been used in scientific publications [7].

As previously discussed, in the case of prosthetic joints, the modulus of elasticity of the femoral component ($E_2$) is 2 orders of magnitude greater than $E_1$, therefore the modulus of elasticity obtained from Equation (20) is.

$$E_{SIC}' \approx \frac{2E_1}{1-v_1^2} = 2E_w'$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

$E_{SIC}'$ is identified as elastic modulus of corrected semi-infinite solid (SIC) since it is another particular case of Equation (20).

Note that $E_W$ and $E_{SIC}'$ are less than $E_w'$ for all values of $E$ and $v$ that are considered. Hence, one of the objectives of this work is to determine the validity of using $E_W$, $E_C$ and $E_{SIC}'$ in a specific application.

### 2.4. Displacement models

To determine the displacement suffered by the surfaces in each case to be analyzed, expression (18) was used, for which the contact pressure is the specific load per unit area $q$ of the hertzian contact. In the case of the knee prosthesis, the load varies longitudinally with the coordinate transverse to the axis of the cylinder (Equation 1), while for the hip joint, the load varies radially (Equation 9). Thus, the displacements in each case are:

$$d(x) = \frac{Alt}{E_i''} q(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

$$d(r) = \frac{Alt}{E_i''} q(r)$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

Where $d$ is the displacement of the surface and $E''_i$ is the equivalent elastic modulus, which is varied for the analysis between those obtained for: material of layer ($E_{C}'$), semi-infinite or Winkler solid ($E_W'$) and corrected semi-infinite solid ($E_{SIC}'$).

### 2.5. Parameters for the simulation of knee joints

In the case of knee joints, the parameters shown in Table 1 were used.

It is usually considered that the average maximum strength that a lower limb joint supports is approximately three times the person’s body weight in most daily activities such as walking, climbing stairs and standing on one leg [20, 21]. Considering a person with a body mass (MC) of 80 kg, the total load F on the contact area will be 2352 [N] ($F = MC[kg] \times 3 \times 9.8[m/s^2]$). The load per unit length P is calculated according to Equation (3), assuming that the cylinder length H is 0.03 [m].

For the healthy joint, the modulus of elasticity of the articular cartilage is 10 MPa [22], and for the case of the prosthetic joint, it is 1 GPa for the UHMWPE [19]. The cartilage and UHMWPE have a Poisson’s ratio of 0.4.

For this simulation, three thicknesses are used for the deformable material: 1.2, 2 and 2.5 mm for the joint thickness of both layers of cartilage [23] and 8, 10 and 12 mm for the case of the prosthetic joint made of UHMWPE [24].
2.6. Hip joint

In the case of hip joints, the parameters shown in Table 2 were used.

As in the case of the knee joint, a person with a body mass (MC) of 80 kg is considered and the total load borne by the joint is approximately 3 times the body weight of the person [25].

It should be clarified that the constant $c^*$ is the difference between the radius of the acetabulum and the radius of the femoral head ($R_2 - R_1$).

For this simulation, three thicknesses are used for the deformable material: 1.2, 2, and 2.5 mm for the joint thickness of both layers of cartilage and 8, 10 and 12 mm for the case of the prosthetic joint made of UHMWPE.

2.7. Obtaining results through FEM

The calculation by finite elements is done using the Structural Mechanics module of the COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 licensed software. The analyzed geometries were discretized with Lagrangequadratic elements, tetrahedral for the volumes and triangular for the surfaces. In any case and in the corresponding geometries, the linear elasticity differential equation and the compatibility equations, preloaded in the Structural Mechanics module were solved using the MUMPS direct solver, available in COMSOL Multiphysics. The boundary conditions used are described below.

For the knee joint, the simulation is carried out in a 2D domain (indicated in gray in Figure 4) since the load does not vary in the direction of the axis of the cylinder. The boundary conditions are established as follows: the edges $L_1$, $L_3$, $L_4$ and $L_5$ are defined as tension-free, $L_6$ is fixed, that is, with zero displacements, and at the edge $L_2$ the acting tension is the specific hertzian charge $q(x)$ defined in Equation (1) (Figure 4). It should be noted that the used domain is larger than the sector of interest (the one limited by $L_2$), because the high Poisson’s ratio of the simulated materials makes them act almost as incompressible, deforming in the opposite direction at some points in sections $L_1$ and $L_3$. Therefore, a larger domain allows the simulation to comply with the imposed boundary conditions.

Figure 4. Scheme of the domain for knee joint where the elastic problem is solved through the FEM. The edges are presented where different edge conditions are applied.

In the case of the hip joint, the simulation is performed in a 3D domain (indicated in gray in Figure 5) because the load varies radially.

For this case the base of the prism representing the deformable material was fixed and the rest of the faces are free of tensions, except the central circle, of diameter $2b$, where the load is exerted. There, the acting tension is the specific hertzian charge $q(r)$ defined in Equation (9).

Figure 5. Scheme of the domain for hip joint where the elastic problem is solved through the FEM.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Knee joint

For the case of the healthy joint, where two layers of thin material are assumed to cover the femoral condyles and the tibial plate, the results of displacement of the surfaces in contact are shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that the total displacements of both coatings are equal to one of only two times the thickness (see Equation 23). Therefore, the results shown in Figure 6 correspond to a solid with the thickness of two cartilages.

It is worth highlighting the positive displacements predicted by the FEM solution taken as accurate shown in Figure 6, due to the quasi-incompressibility of the assumed material due to the high value of Poisson’s ratio, as discussed in item 2.6.

While the simplified model with the Winkler equivalent elastic modulus estimates displacements exces-
sively greater than that those given by the FEM solution, the calculations using the corrected elastic modulus of semi-infinite solid underestimates them for the analyzed cases. The results for the simplified model with the equivalent elastic modulus corresponding to the layer solid are the ones that have better approximation with respect to the values thrown by the FEM solution, in Figure 6 the curves for PE and FEM are superimposed.

In Table 3, the maximum displacements obtained for each equivalent elastic modulus and the value obtained by the FEM solution are shown. Table 4 shows the percentage differences corresponding to Table 3, always with respect to the FEM solution.

Figure 7 shows the results obtained for the case of the knee prosthesis. Table 5 shows the maximum displacements for each equivalent elastic modulus and those obtained through FEM. Table 6 shows the corresponding percentage difference.

The overestimation of the displacements when the Winkler equivalent Young’s modulus is used in the case of the prosthesis is noteworthy. This is because this modulus of elasticity corresponds to a particular case of the equivalent modulus of elasticity for a semi-infinite solid in which both surfaces in contact have the same mechanical properties, which does not happen in prosthetic joints. However, the validity of the Winkler modulus applied to healthy joints (Figure 6) can also be questioned since it assumes a semi-infinite solid and not a thin layer as it actually the case with natural cartilages.

Table 3. Maximum displacement obtained by the FEM and for the simplified model with each equivalent elastic modulus considered for the natural knee joint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alt [mm]</th>
<th>Maximum displacement [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Percentage difference of PE, W and SIC results compared to that obtained by FEM for natural knee joints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alt [mm]</th>
<th>Percentage difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>-0,91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0,69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>-0,55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Comparison of the displacement curves of the surfaces in contact obtained for each equivalent elastic module, in contrast to the solution obtained by the FEM in the case of a healthy joint.

Table 5. Maximum displacement obtained by FEM and for the simplified model with each equivalent elastic modulus considered in knee prosthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alt [mm]</th>
<th>Maximum displacement [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Marinelli et al. / Equivalent elastic modulus for prediction of deformations in joints

Figure 7. Comparison of the displacement curves of the surfaces in contact obtained for each equivalent elastic module, in contrast to the solution obtained by the FEM in the case of a prosthetic joint.

The comparison of the results of Figures 6 and 7 also reveal the impoverishment of the approximation of layer solid when the elastic modulus of the material and the thickness of the material increase. It is worth noting that UHMWPE’s Young’s modulus is 100 times greater than that corresponding to natural cartilages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alt [mm]</th>
<th>Percentage difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-14.7 PE 53 W -23.6 SIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-10 PE 62.5 W -18.75 SIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-5.43 PE 70 W -15.21 SIC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Percentage difference of PE, W and SIC results compared to those obtained by FEM in knee prosthesis

3.2. Hip joint

For a healthy hip joint, where two coatings of equal thickness are assumed for which the displacements are added, the surfaces of Figures 8 to 10 were obtained. Table 7 shows the maximum displacements obtained by the simplified model and the different equivalent Young’s modules considered, together with the results obtained by the FEM. Table 8 shows the percentage difference of the results of the simplified model with respect to those obtained by the FEM.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show that for the simplified model, for the cases of layer material and corrected semi-infinite solid, the results have a good approximation to those obtained by the FEM. In the case of the equivalent elastic Winkler modulus, it is shown that the displacement is highly overestimated. This is seen more clearly in Table 8 where, for the layer material, the approximate error is 5% by default with respect to that estimated by the FEM, for the corrected semi-infinite material the error is close to 15%, also by default, while for the Winkler elastic modulus the displacement values are overestimated with a very high error, which exceeds 70% (Table 9).

Table 7. Maximum displacement obtained by FEM and for the simplified natural hip joint model with each equivalent elastic modulus considered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alt [mm]</th>
<th>Maximum displacement [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEF PE W SIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>27.36 26.05 46.89 23.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36.51 34.73 62.52 31.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>45.69 43.42 78.15 39.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8. Displacement surfaces obtained for each equivalent Young’s modulus and that correspond to the FEM, for healthy natural joint. Alt = 1.5 mm. E = 10 MPa.

Figure 9. Displacement surfaces obtained for each equivalent Young’s modulus and that correspond to the FEM, for healthy natural joint. Alt = 2 mm. E = 10 MPa.

Figure 10. Displacement surfaces obtained for each equivalent Young’s modulus and that correspond to the FEM, for healthy natural joint. Alt = 2.5 mm. E = 10 MPa.
Table 8. Percentage difference of PE, W and SIC results compared to those obtained by FEM for natural hip joint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alt [mm]</th>
<th>Percentage difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-4.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-4.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Maximum displacement obtained by FEM and for each equivalent elastic modulus considered for the case of prosthetic joint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alt [mm]</th>
<th>Maximum displacement [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>24.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 11 to 13 show the results corresponding to hip prostheses. In this case, discussions for healthy hip articulation are also valid, except that the difference or percentage error relationships are different. Comparing the maximum displacements that occur in the center of the contact, it is observed that for the layer and corrected semi-infinite materials the results of the simplified model differ around 20% and 30%, respectively, by default with respect to that obtained through the FEM. For the Winkler’s equivalent elastic modulus, on the other hand, an error of 38% and 48% is presented (Table 10). This is due to the fact that with the increase of the thickness of the solid, the approximation of semi-infinite solid is improved, while the SIC and the layer approach worsen. In addition, the PE approach, as in the case of the knee, is worsened by the increase in the elastic modulus between the natural cartilage and the UHMWPE of the prosthetic joint.

Table 10. Percentage difference of the PE, W and SIC results with respect to that obtained by the FEM for the case of prosthetic joint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alt [mm]</th>
<th>Percentage difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-17.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-23.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

An analysis of deformations has been presented from the calculation of displacements of the surfaces of two solids in charged contact, to evaluate the relevance of using simplified models when constructing contact models. The study was motivated by human joints, where the displacement of surfaces in contact is fundamental to enable a lubrication flow that acts to minimize wear.

For the prediction of the displacements, three equivalent Young’s modulus were evaluated in a simplified column model: for a layer solid, for a semi-infinite or Winkler solid, and for a corrected semi-infinite solid. The results obtained for the Young equivalent modulus corresponding to a material of layer, are those that better approximate those obtained by the FEM in both geometries considered: linear contact (equivalent to the knee) and point contact (equivalent to the hip). However, the percentage differences with respect to the FEM solution vary in each case and for each material analyzed: natural cartilage (less than 5% in the hip and less than 1% in the knee) or UHMWPE in the prosthetic joint (less than 23, 3% in the hip and less than 15% in the knee). These differences in all cases are by default, which would not be a problem in itself since underestimation puts the analysis on the safe side.

It was demonstrated that the equivalent Young modules derived from the semi-infinite solid approximation, such as the Winkler modulus and the SIC modulus, are inappropriate due to the excessive overestimation of the calculated displacements obtained when considering the first (greater than 38% and reaching the 70% in several cases) and the underestimation of the displacements when considering the second (higher than 10% and reaching 30% in some cases). This, by virtue of what was said in the previous paragraph, puts the analysis at risk for the Winkler’s case since, in complete lubrication models, there is a risk of predicting separations between the surfaces in contact that are greater than what would actually occur.

Finally, the work was very useful for the training in the arts of Computational Mechanics of an advanced student of the Bioengineering major, in their role as a research fellow at Universidad Nacional de Entre Ríos, Argentina.
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Figure 11. Displacement surfaces obtained for each equivalent Young’s modulus and that correspond to the FEM, for prosthetic articulation. Alt = 8 mm. E = 1 GPa.

Figure 12. Displacement surfaces obtained for each equivalent Young’s modulus and that correspond to the FEM, for prosthetic articulation. Alt = 10 mm. E = 1 GPa.

Figure 13. Displacement surfaces obtained for each equivalent Young’s modulus and that correspond to the FEM, for prosthetic articulation. Alt = 12 mm. E = 1 GPa.
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